de trainingslocaties
BCN ZWOLLE
Lübeckplein 21
8017 JZ Zwolle | Telephone: +31 (0)38 200 43 00
zwolle@bcn.nl | www.bcn.nl
Navigation system parking: Lübeckplein

Accessebility
By car: From the A28, please take exit 18-Zwolle - Zuid. Follow the
signing P+R. The parking is located under the square.
NS Station: Zwolle. BCN Zwolle is located nearby the train station.
Please follow the sign "Uitgang Zuid" in the tunnel to Lübeckplein
Parking: Parking Lübeckplein is located under "Lübeckplein". Parking
is €5,00 per 24 hours

HOW TO GET TO BCN ZWOLLE
Public transport

From the South via A50: Please drive towards the north at the A50.

BCN Zwolle is at walking distance from train station Zwolle CS

Follow the 2 right-most lanes at junction Hattemerbroek to follow

By foot
BCN Zwolle is located at the south side of the Zwolle trainstation.
Please follow the signs "Uitgang Zuid" in the tunnel. Across the street
BCN Zwolle is located. The entrance is situated on the right side behind

the signs A28/E232 towards Zwolle. Continue and take exit 18
Zwolle-Zuid. Take the 1st junction at the roundabout. Please take
the 3th street to the left (Hanzelaan) and you will find Lübeckplein
at your left.

the building.

From the West via de A28: Please drive east at A28. Please take
By car

exit 18 Zwolle-Zuid. Take the 1st junction at the roundabout.

From the North via A28: Please drive towards the south at the A28.

Please take the 3th street to the left (Hanzelaan) and you will find

Take exit 18 towards Zwolle-Zuid and continue on the N337 towards

Lübeckplein at your left.

Hattem. Take the 3th junction at the roundabout towards IJsselalle/
N337. Please take the 3th street to the left (Hanzelaan) and you will
find Lübeckplein at your left.

Parkeren
Parking Lübeckplein is located under the BCN Zwolle location
and the entrance is at Hanzelaan. This street has multiple

From the East via A35: Please drive towards the west at A35 and
N35. Follow the 2 left-most lanes to turn towards the Oldeneelallee.
Continue the road until you can get in lane to the right towards
IJsselalle/N337. Please take the 3th street to the left (Hanzelaan)
and you will find Lübeckplein at your left.

options to park your car.
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PARKING OPTIONS BCN ZWOLLE
Parking Lübeckplein, Hanzelaan 238

Parkeerterein Hanzelaan, Hanzelaan 300

385 spaces, 2 electic charging stations (11KW), maximum vehicle
height 2 meters. daily parking rate is €5,00. An elevator is

350 spaces, 2 electric charging stations (22KW), no maximum
vehicle height. Daily parking rate is €5,40.

present in the parking, please follow the signing with the image of
Looproute vanaf het parkeerterrein:

an elevator to get there.

Please leave the parking and turn left towards the Hanzelaan.

By foot from the parking:
The parking has several exits which all end at Lübeckplein. When you
have the "stadskantoor" at your right you will see the building
"Schellepoort" in front of you. BCN is located in this building and the

Continue the road until you pass a rainbow colored zebra. After
the zebra turn left when possible and the entrance is situated at
the corner to your left.

entrance is situated at the left corner.
Parking Pas de Deux, Hanzelaan 268
204 spaces, 2 electric charging stations (23KW), maximum

NS guarded bicycle parking, Lübeckplein

vehicle height 2 meters . Daily parking rate is €5,00.

A guarded bicycle parking is located at Lübeckplein. You

Looproute vanaf de parkeergarage:

have to pay with your OV chip card. Daily rate is € 0,50.

Please leave the parking and turn left towards the Hanzelaan.
Continue the road until you pass a rainbow colored zebra. After
the zebra turn left when possible and the entrance is situated at
the corner to your left.
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